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Abstract

Look-up table(LUT)-based methods have shown the
great efficacy in single image super-resolution (SR) task.
However, previous methods ignore the essential reason of
restricted receptive field (RF) size in LUT, which is caused
by the interaction of space and channel features in vanilla
convolution. They can only increase the RF at the cost
of linearly increasing LUT size. To enlarge RF with con-
tained LUT sizes, we propose a novel Reconstructed Convo-
lution(RC) module, which decouples channel-wise and spa-
tial calculation. It can be formulated as n2 1D LUTs to
maintain n × n receptive field, which is obviously smaller
than n × nD LUT formulated before. The LUT generated
by our RC module reaches less than 1/10000 storage com-
pared with SR-LUT baseline. The proposed Reconstructed
Convolution module based LUT method, termed as RCLUT,
can enlarge the RF size by 9 times than the state-of-the-art
LUT-based SR method and achieve superior performance
on five popular benchmark dataset. Moreover, the efficient
and robust RC module can be used as a plugin to improve
other LUT-based SR methods. The code is available at
https://github.com/liuguandu/RC-LUT.

Keywords: Single image super-resolution, look-up table,
reconstructed convolution

1. Introduction

Single image super-resolution (SR) aims to recover the
high-resolution (HR) image from a low-resolution (LR) im-
age and to bring back clearer edges, textures, and details
while increasing the resolution of the input. In the past
decade, deep learning-based SR methods [53, 30, 23, 54,
45, 27, 18, 33, 36] have made remarkable improvements
compared with traditional SR methods (e.g., interpolation
based [22], sparse coding based [44, 43, ?, 9, 17]). How-
ever, such kind of methods often possess huge amount of
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Figure 1. Comparison of PSNR and storage on Set5 benchmark
dataset for ×4 SR task. We compare our method with prior LUT-
based SR methods. Our method achieves the superior performance
with relatively less LUT storage.

parameters, which has high computation cost and cannot be
practically used on devices with limited computational re-
sources. Exploring the pratical and real-time SR solutions
have been a growing trend in the single image super resolu-
tion (SISR) community.

Recently, SR methods based on look-up table (LUT)
have emerging. One of the representative methods SR-LUT
[21] proposes to cache the results of a trained SR network
given all possible inputs to a LUT. By replacing the run-
time computation of the inference process with a simpler
and faster indexing operation, SR-LUT can be easily imple-
mented on mobile devices. However, such method requires
a limited receptive field (RF), as the size of the input space
(i.e., the indexing capacity of the output LUT) grows expo-
nentially with the increase of the input pixels. To be more
specific, the input size of SR-LUT is 2×2 (i.e., a 4D-LUT),
which results in a 3×3 RF by rotation ensemble, and needs
b2×2 × r2 bytes (b is the number of possible values of one
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pixel) to store its LUT in order to perform an upscale with
the factor of r. For example, a 3×3 vanilla convolution will
generate 2559 input-output mappings, which takes up 1.72
TB in LUT form.

Larger RF encourages model to capture more details of
semantics and structures in single image, and it plays an
essential role in training process. As for SR-LUT, the expo-
nential growth of LUT size limits the improvement of RF
significantly. To overcome this problem, MuLUT [29] and
SPLUT [31] both propose to cascade multi-parallel LUTs
and expand the RF to 9 × 9 and 6 × 6, respectively. These
methods try to divide the whole LUT to many sub-LUTs
with linearly increasing LUT size. However, they don’t
delve into the most vital reason for Lut-based methods’ re-
stricted RF size. Furthermore, the RF size of these LUT-
based methods still have a great distance of DNN SR meth-
ods, resulting their performances are inferior than simple
DNN models, i.e. FSRCNN [14].

As vanilla convolution fuses features in both spatial and
channel dimensions, the LUT format has to traverse all pos-
sible cases of input pixels by permutation and combina-
tion. In other words, spatial depend convolution will refer to
other feature points in the space neighborhood to generate
input-output mapping of the current feature point. Since the
most critical factor limiting the performance of LUT-based
methods is the spatial dependent convolution, we consider
that why not decouple the spatial and channel calculations
of convolution process and store the LUT with spatial inde-
pendent convolution.

In this paper, we propose a reconstructed convolution
(RC) method to decouple the spatial and channel calcula-
tions to effectively increase the RF of LUT with less stor-
age. This decoupled operation helps network escape the
constraints of traversing all spatial combinations of pixels.
Thus the method can use n × n 1D LUTs to approximate
the effect of a n × n convolution layer, reducing the LUT
size from the original bn

2

to b × n2. Based on our RC
method, we present a practical Reconstructed Convolution
module based LUT method (RCLUT) for SR task, enlarg-
ing RF with small storage consumption. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, our RCLUT achieves competitive performance and
slight LUT size. It achieves a better trade-off of perfor-
mance and LUT storage. Moreover, our RC method can
be designed as a Plugin module in a cheap way. Although
RC module sacrifices interactive information between two-
dimensional features, its lightweight storage and large re-
ceptive field can well compensate for the shortcomings of
previous LUT-based methods. We add RC module on top
of SRLUT, which only cost about 1/10,000 of the original
storage for 13 times the RF size improvement.

To conclude, the contribution of our work includes:

• We propose a novel Reconstructed Convolution (RC)
method with large RF, which decouples the spatial and

channel calculation of convolution. Based on the RC
method, our RCLUT model achieves significant per-
formance with less storage.

• Our RC method can be designed as a plugin module,
which brings improvement to LUT-based SR methods
with slight increasing size.

• Extensive results show that our method obtains supe-
rior performance compared with SR methods based on
LUT. It is a new state-of-the-arts LUT method in SR
task.

2. Related Work
2.1. Traditional Super-Resolution

Interpolation based methods (e.g., Nearest, Bilinear,
Bicubic [22]) are really efficient but tend to generate some-
what blurry results since they neglect the image content.
Sparse coding based methods [43, 44, 49, 46, 8, 17] re-
store LR image to HR image through a learned sparse dic-
tionary, showing promising results than interpolation based
methods with a heavy run-time cost. RAISR [37] learned a
set of filers for different attributes of patches. This content-
aware method achieves a satisfying visual result, but it has
to calculate gradient and angle of patches in the prediction
phase, which is not fast as interpolation methods.

2.2. Deep Learning Based Super-Resolution

Deep learning based SR methods have made tremen-
dous progress in the past decade. Starting with SRCNN
[13], researchers propose all kinds of network architectures
[23, 30, 53] to improve the performance of their models.
However, these methods require huge amount of compu-
tational resources. ESPCN [38] and FSRCNN [14] pro-
pose to use small networks to cut down computational cost.
Others perform parameter reduction [2, 45, 10, 51, 48, 11]
or quantization [28, 40, 52, 7] on state-of-the-art large SR
models, with contained performance drops. From aspect
of computational efficiency, AdderSR [40] uses addition
to calculate the output features, thus avoiding the large en-
ergy consumption of traditional multiplication operations.
While Namhyuk et al. [2] design a lightweight and cas-
cading residual network with a smaller number of parame-
ters. It achieves a good trade-off in efficiency and accuracy.
Nevertheless, for equipment with limited computational re-
sources, such as mobile devices, these models are too heavy
to be deployed.

2.3. LUT Based Super-Resolution

As mentioned in Section 1, Jo and Kim propose a pio-
neering work (SR-LUT), which utilizes LUTs in SR [21].
They train a simple deep SR network with limited recep-
tive field (RF), and transfer inputs (as indices) and network
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Figure 2. Overview of RCLUT networks. (a) The overall framework of our RCLUT networks. It contains two cascaded stages, each stage
module has three branches with different receptive field RC Blocks. (b) The details of RC method for N ×N RF size. It is composed of
Linear and Average Pooling operations. (c) The illustration of various convolution blocks in RC Block. The input and out values of Conv
Block4-1 are 4 and 1, respectively. The Conv Block1-4 contains 1 input value and 4 output value for less storage. The Conv Block4-4,
which references 4 values as input and predicts 4 output values, is only used once in the second stage module of RCLUT.

outputs (positions as indices and pixel intensities as values)
to a LUT. The LUT is used to generate final results during
the test phase. Since there are no additional calculations re-
quired, SR-LUT can run as fast as interpolation based SR
methods, i.e. tens of milliseconds, on mobile devices. Since
the size of a LUT increases exponentially with the indexing
capacity, the RF is limited to 3 × 3 in SR-LUT. However,
the size of RF is proved crucial according to [16] and SR-
LUT naturally obtains inferior performance. Li et al. [29]
propose MuLUT, which increases the RF by introducing
hand-crafted indexing patterns and cascading LUTs. By
these two schemes, MuLUT achieves significant improve-
ment over SR-LUT with the cost of a linear growth of the
total LUT size. Similarly, Ma et al. [31] also adapt the
idea of cascading LUTs to enlarge the RF. They propose
a framework of series-parallel LUT (SPLUT) which intro-
duces channel-level LUTs and parallelly processes the two
components separated from the original 8-bits input. These
two method devides the single LUT of SR-LUT to multi-

LUTs to increase the RF of SR models. However, their
good performance is based on the linear growth of lut size
at the expense of large amounts of storage resources. The
trade-off between the RF and LUT size is still a challeng-
ing problem. Our method overcomes the burden of heavy
LUT size when increasing the RF, thanks to the novel re-
constructed convolution (RC) method, which approximates
a vanilla convolution performance with exaggeratedly small
LUT size.

3. Method

3.1. Overview

To overcome the LUT growth of enlarging RF, we design
a reconstructed convolution method. It can present n × n
RF convolution into n × n 1D LUTs and have a approxi-
mate performance of vanilla convolution. Based on the ef-
ficient RC method, we design a Reconstructed Convolution
module based LUT method, termed as RCLUT, which has



parallel and cascaded structures. Besides, the RC module
can be used as a Plugin module. It is flexible to improve
performance of other LUT-based methods.

3.2. Reconstructed Convolution Module

Firstly, we analyse the LUT size issue of increasing RF.
As discussed in [29], the size of LUT grows exponentially
when the indexing inputs increase, as n× n RF size model
should be cached into n×n D LUT. In details, To convolve
a 8bit n × n input to a 8bit r × r output, the full SR-LUT
needs (28)(n

2)×r2 bytes. Each pixel has 28 possible values.
Thus the whole n × n input has (28)(n

2) different possible
combinations of pixel values. For each input, there are r2

output pixels. We can see that under this formation, the size
of the input becomes the key reason why the size of SR-
LUT explodes.

To overcome above problem, we propose a new formu-
lation of convolution. Vanilla convolution [26, 39] with of
n × n × c out filters will calculate n × n spatial features
then add the c out results in channel dimensions. Now, we
exchange the order of calculation of channel-wise features
and spatial features to reconstruct convolution. It breaks
the interactions between different pixels and use a small
network to perform channel-wise increment and reduction
on each single pixel. After that, a average pooling opera-
tion is added to generate the final feature [12]. Figure 2(b)
shows the pipeline of our reconstruct method. To present a
N ×N RF of Reconstructed Convolution, We frist use N2

Linear(c in=1, c out=C) operations to enlarge dimension of
the N ×N patches to obtain a feature map of N ×N ×C.
Then, another N2 Linear(c in=C, c out=1) operations re-
duce the channel of feature map to 1, as a N × N × 1
feature map. After the channel-wise features matching, a
simple Average Pooling operation merges spatial features
together to get the output value. The training process of
reconstructed convolution can be formulated as

z(m+i,m+j) = W ′T
ij (WT

ijx(m+i,n+j) + bij) + b′ij ,

ymn =
1

N2

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

z(m+i,m+j).
(1)

Among them, m,n represent the coordinates of pixels to
be computed in the current feature map. N is the ker-
nel size of reconstructed convolution. W ∈ R1×C , which
maps single-channel pixels into high-dimensional features.
While W ′ ∈ RC×1 maps high-dimensional features back
to single-channel features. b, b′ represent the bias. In this
setting, the reconstructed convolution for each pixel can be
transformed to a 1D LUT and use a Average Pooling to ex-
pand RF in a cheap way, as shown in Figure 3(b). Compared
with 4D LUT format of SR-LUT, shown in Figure 3(a), our
1D LUTs have advantage of storage and inference speed.
As to the inference stage, for anchor I0 in Figure 3(b), the

corresponding SR values V′ from reconstructed convolu-
tion are obtained by

V′ =
1

N2

N2−1∑
i=0

(LUTi[Ii]). (2)

While N represents the size of reconstructed convolution.
And it needs N2 LUTs for pixel retrieval. The total size
of all 1D-LUT is 28 × n2 × r2. As shown in Table2, by
transforming n× n convolutions to n2 1D LUTs (followed
by global pooling), the explosion of LUT sizes with respect
to RF can be successfully contained.

3.3. RC-LUT Network Architecture

RC module processes spatial and channel-wise feature
separately, which lacks interactive information between
both of them. As it somewhat prevents model performance,
we add Conv block [19] behind the RC module to com-
plement interactive information from the space and channel
features. Specifically, we build the Reconstructed Convo-
lution Block, which contains one RC Modue and one Conv
Block [19]. Its corresponding SR values V can be obtained
from V′,

V(0,0) = LUT [V′
(0,0)][V

′
(0,1)][V

′
(1,0)][V

′
(1,1)]. (3)

Meanwhile, RC module has a characteristic of freely ex-
panding the receptive field (RF) without introducing a large
amount of computational burden. This prompted us to use
branches of different RF sizes to capture more image de-
tails. Particularly, we use different RF size of RC Blocks to
propose a Reconstructed Convolution based LUT(RCLUT)
network. The overview of our RCLUT and RC Blocks is
shown in Figure 2(a). In detals, our RCLUT network archi-
tecture has two cascaded stages. In each stages, there has
three parallel branches. To achieve different scale feature
maps like [42], these RFs of three branches respectively
are 3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7 through our RC Blocks. Moreover,
in the first stage, 3 Conv Block4-1 are used after RC mod-
ules. In the second stage, one Conv Block4-4 which pro-
vides upscale ability, is quipped with RC module of 5 × 5
RF. To save total LUTs size, two Conv Block1-4 are fol-
lowed by another two branches, as the Conv Block1-4 con-
tains (28)× 4B storage as LUT format and Conv Block4-4
contains (28)4 × 4B storage without LUT-sampling. With
the cooperation of two cascaded stage and rotation strategy
in [29, 31], the RCLUT network can obtain 27×27 RF size
and maintain only 1.515MB LUT size by sampling to 24.
Compared the MuLUT, The RF size of RCLUT is 9× larger
but the LUT size is 2.68× smaller than it. Our RCLUT pro-
vides a much more efficient way to attain a trade-off of the
RF and LUT size.

Discuss the receptive field (RF) size between RCLUT
and MuLUT. Assuming that the RF size of RC module in
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Figure 3. The different LUT inference formulations of SR-LUT
and RC module

1st stage/2nd stage is N1/N2 and Conv Block is M1/M2.
For RCLUT, it couples the two modules to increase the RF
size to M1 +N1 − 1. Thanks to the rotation operation [21,
29], the RF size of RCLUT 1st stage can further achieve to

RF1 = 2(M1 +N1 − 1)− 1. (4)

For 2nd stage, since the anchor point in convolution process
becomes the central point, RF1 will shrink by half. Thus
the RF size of RCLUT is

RF2 = 2(
(RF1 − 1)

2
+M2 +N2 − 1)− 1

= 2M1 + 2M2 + 2N1 + 2N2 − 7.
(5)

While for MuLUT, its RF size increases to 2M1−1 through
rotation. Furthermore, the cascading 2nd stage also helps to
increase the RF size to

RF ′
2 = 2(

((2M1 − 1)− 1)

2
+M2 − 1)− 1

= 2M1 + 2M2 − 3.
(6)

RCLUT’s RF size can be 2N1 + 2N2 − 4 more than
MuULT’s in the case that M1 and M2 of the two meth-
ods correspond equally. We select the branch where 7x7
module to calculate the final RF size of the network, where
N1 = 7,M1 = 2, N2 = 7,M2 = 1. Under this setting,
RCLUT’s RF size is 27 × 27. The RF size of MuLUT is
9× 9, where M1 = 2,M2 = 2.

3.4. RC-Plugin Module

To further prove the effectiveness of the Reconstructed
Convolution method, we design our RC method as a Plugin
module, which has 5 × 5 RF size as shown in Figure2(b).
This RC-Plugin Module is flexible to used into LUT based
SR methods(e.g. SR-LUT and MuLUT). The RC-Plugin
Module with 5 × 5 RF size will extend the RF size of the
base LUT methods and increase only 0.415 KB LUT size
by sampling to 24. To easy combine our RC-Plugin mod-
ule, we only put it ahead of other LUT methods. Because of
the different architectures of base models, we add three RC-
Plugin modules in MuLUT and one in SR-LUT, as shown
in Figure4. It assists to enlarge MuLUT network RF size
from 9× 9 to 17× 17.

4. Experiment
In this section, we first introduce the datasets and train-

ing details of RCLUT networks, and we compare our
RCLUT to several state-of-the-art LUT based SR meth-
ods by quantitative and qualitative evaluation. Besides, the
quantitative experiments will introduce the benefits of RC-
Plugin module to other LUT methods. Finally, we perform
ablation studies to validate the effectiveness of our RCLUT
model and RC module.

4.1. Datasets and Experimental Setting.

Datasets and Metrics. We train the RCLUT Networks
on the DIV2K dataset [1], which contains 2K resolution im-
ages for SR task. The widely used 800 training images
in DIV2K are chosen to train RCLUT model. We focus
on the ×4 upscale factor in SR task, which LR images are
simply downscaled by Bicubic interpolation. Public bench-
marks of Set5, Set14, BSD100 [32], Urban100 [20] and
Manga109 [15] evaluate the performance of our method.
To the fair comparison, only Peak Signal-to-Noise Ra-
tio(PSNR) and structural similarity index(SSIM) [47] both
at Y-channel are used as the evaluation metrics. Besides, we
involve storage of LUTs to evaluate the efficiency of other
methods.

Training Setting. Our training setting is as follows. The
channel increasing number C in RC Linear Operation is set
to 64. Our RCLUT model is trained for 200000 iterations
with Adam optimizer [24] with learning rate of 1e−4 and a
batch size of 32. The mean-squared error (MSE) loss func-
tion is selected as the optimization target. We also main-
tain the rotation training strategy to improve performance
and the RF. The Data augmentation of random flip and rota-
tion is used to enhance our model ability. We train RCLUT
model with PyTorch [41] on Nvidia V100 GPUs.

Caching LUT Setting. When the model is converged,
we convert RCLUT networks to multi-LUTs format with in-
terval 24 to decrease the size. Because of the cascade strat-
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Table 1. The comparison with other methods.
Method RF Size LUT size Set5 Set14 BSDS100 Urban100 Manga109

Interpolation
Nearest 1× 1 - 26.25/0.7372 24.65/0.6529 25.03/0.6293 22.17/0.6154 23.45/0.7414
Bilinear 2× 2 - 27.55/0.7884 25.42/0.6792 25.54/0.6460 22.69/0.6346 24.21/0.7666
Bicubic 4× 4 - 28.42/0.8101 26.00/0.7023 25.96/0.6672 23.14/0.6574 24.91/0.7871

LUT

SR-LUT [21] 3× 3 1.274MB 29.82/0.8478 27.01/0.7355 26.53/0.6953 24.02/0.6990 26.80/0.8380
SPLUT-L [31] 18MB 30.52/0.8631 27.54/0.7520 26.87/0.7091 24.46/0.7191 27.70/0.8581
MuLUT [29] 9× 9 4.062MB 30.60/0.8653 27.60/0.7541 26.86/0.7110 24.46/0.7194 27.90/0.8633

RCLUT (Ours) 27× 27 1.513MB 30.72/0.8677 27.67/0.7577 26.95/0.7145 24.57/0.7253 28.05/0.8655

Sparse coding

NE + LLE [9] - - 29.62/0.8404 26.82/0.7346 26.49/0.6970 23.84/0.6942 26.10/0.8195
Zeyde [?] - - 26.69/0.8429 26.90/0.7354 26.53/0.6968 23.90/0.6962 26.24/0.8241
ANR [43] - - 29.70/0.8422 26.86/0.7368 26.52/0.6992 23.89/0.6964 26.18/0.8214
A+ [44] - - 30.27/0.8602 27.30/0.7498 26.73/0.7088 24.33/0.7189 26.91/0.8480

DNN FSRCNN [14] 17× 17 - 30.72/0.8660 27.61/0.7550 26.98/0.7150 24.62/0.7280 27.90/0.8610

egy, results of first stage should be quantized to integers,
we use the same Re-indexing method in MuLUT. Moreover,
the LUT-aware Finetuning Strategy proposed by MuLUT is
also used to keep LUTs performance same with networks.

4.2. Quantitative Evaluation

We compare our method with various SR methods, in-
cluding 3 interpolation based methods(nearest neighbor, bi-
linear and bicubic interpolation), 4 sparse coding meth-
ods(NE+LLE [9], Zeyde et al. [?], ANR [43] and A+ [44]),
1 DNN-based method(FSRCNN [14]) and 3 LUT-based
method(SR-LUT [21], MuLUT [29] and SPLUT [31]).

The quantitative results are shown in Table 1. As ob-
served, with the assistance of much larger RF size, our
RCLUT model achieves the highest PSNR performance in
LUT-based methods and sparse coding methods. Compared
with prior state-of-the-art method [29], we improve 0.12dB
PSNR value on Set5 dataset with the benefit of 27× 27 RF
size. Moreover, RCLUT outperforms FSRCNN on Set14
and Managa109 benchmark dataset, and obtains more com-
parable performance in the other datasets.

To compare with the efficiency, we also report the statis-
tics of multiplications and additions and LUT storage size
of LUT-based methods. As shown in Table 1, our RCLUT

shows progressive performance but has similar LUT size
with SR-LUT, which is 0.39 MB larger than SR-LUT. Be-
sides, RCLUT LUT size is 11.88× smaller than SPLUT-
L but achieves 0.2dB higher PSNR value in Set5 dataset.
Though the performance is improved by 0.11dB PSNR
value on average, RCLUT size is only 2.68× smaller than
MuLUT.

The extensive comparisons of performance and LUT size
verify that our RCLUT is more efficient method than previ-
ous LUT-based methods. It provides a better trade-off be-
tween accuracy and storage. The RCLUT references much
more pixels information to ensure the restoration ability
with less increasing size via the RC module.

4.3. Qualitative Evaluation

We mainly compare our method with 3 LUT-based SR
methods and FSRCNN network in this section. Figure 5
illustrates visual quality of 5 cases in benchmark datasets,
and more visual results are provided in supplementary ma-
terial. As shown in the first and the last example, Bicubic
interpolation brings blurry results, SR-LUT involves obvi-
ous blocking artifacts because of the limited RF size, FS-
RCNN brings serious checkerboard artifacts, MuLUT and
SPLUT present relative better quality than SR-LUT but still



Bicubic SR-LUT SPLUT MuLUT FSRCNN Ours HR

Figure 5. Visual comparison for ×4 SR task on benchmark datasets. The results show our RCLUT can generate sharp edges without severe
artifacts compared with other methods.

Table 2. SR-LUT and 1D-LUT size estimation when storing 8bit output for 8bit input with upscaling factor r = 4. SR-LUT becomes
unpractical when RF is larger than 2× 2.

RF Full size SR-LUT Sampled SR-LUT Full size 1D-LUT

2× 2 64GB 1.274MB 16KB
3× 3 6.7× 107PB 1.726TB 36KB
5× 5 2.3× 1046PB 8.2× 1016PB 100KB
n× n (28)(n

2) × r2B (24 + 1)(n
2) × r2B 28 × n2 × r2B

with noises. On the constrary, our methods achieves more
satisfactory results than others, it illustrates sharper edges
and less artifacts. The other three examples also show that,
our RCLUT model recovers clearer edges and more natu-
ral textures even compared with DNN method (FSRCNN).
These progressive visual results verify the effectiveness of
RCLUT with exaggerate RF size.

4.4. The effectiveness of RC-Plugin Module

One more experiment verities RC method can be used as
a plugin module, it is efficient and flexible to benefit to other
LUT-based methods. We use 5 × 5 RF size RC module as
RC-Plugin module, termed as RC-5, and put one RC-Plugin

module ahead of SR-LUT, and put three RC-Plugin mod-
ule ahead of each branch in MuLUT, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 4. Table 3 and the first and the third row in Table 2 show
that, equipped with RC-Plugin module, RC-5+SR-LUT and
RC-5+MuLUT gain respectively 0.54dB and 0.17dB PSNR
value over the base methods on Set5 dataset. As the table
size in Table 3 and Table 2 shows, the LUT size is negligibly
increased after equipped with RC-Plugin module. It verities
that our RC-Plugin module is effective and efficient.

4.5. Ablation Studies

In this section, we discuss the effectiveness of RCLUT
networks and the implement of RC module.



Table 3. The effectiveness RC-Plugin module.
Method Set5 Set14 BSDS100 Urban100 Manga109 Volume

MuLUT [29] 30.60 27.60 26.86 24.46 27.90 4.062 MB
RC-5 + MuLUT 30.77 27.71 26.96 24.58 28.11 4.062 MB (+ 1.245 KB)

Table 4. Ablation study of RC module.
Avg Pooling 5x5 RC-5 Conv Block4-4 Conv Block1-4 Set5 Set14 BSDS100 Urban100 Manga109 Volume

! 29.82 27.01 26.53 24.02 26.80 1.274 MB
! ! 24.19 23.09 23.71 20.78 21.88 1.274 MB

! ! 29.49 26.80 26.44 23.77 26.09 0.83 KB
! ! 30.40 27.40 26.77 24.26 27.33 1.274 MB

The effectiveness of Linear operations in RC mod-
ule. Our Reconstructed Convolution is based on Linear
and Average Pooling operations. This section will show the
influence of Linear operations in RC module. As the Ta-
ble 4 shows, followed by Conv Block4-4, the method only
equiped with Average Pooling can also get the 5 × 5 RF
size, but it decreases the ability of Conv Block4-4(SR-LUT
baseline). On the contrast, the 5 × 5 RC module with Lin-
ear and Average Pooling operations, termed as RC-5, im-
proves the behind method over 6.21dB of PSNR value on
Set5 dataset. This experiment conducts the channel-wise
feature is import to the SR model, our Linear operations
provides a matching ability to obtain depth features. On the
other hand, the combination of Conv Block1-4 and RC-5
contains performance drops than model of Conv Block4-4
and RC-5. We analyse that our RC module is lack of spatial
features fusion, it needs to cooperate with vanilla convolu-
tion blocks, like Conv Block4-4, to have complement effect.

Table 5. Ablation study of receive field size on RC.
Method Set5 Set14 BSDS100 Urban100 Manga109 Volume

SR-LUT [21] 29.82 27.01 26.53 24.02 26.80 1.274 MB
RC-3 + SR-LUT 30.34 27.37 26.75 24.24 27.28 1.274 MB(+0.149 KB)
RC-5 + SR-LUT 30.40 27.40 26.77 24.26 27.33 1.274 MB(+0.415 KB)
RC-7 + SR-LUT 30.43 27.44 26.80 24.31 27.44 1.274 MB(+0.813 KB)
RC-9 + SR-LUT 30.45 27.46 26.81 24.33 27.48 1.274 MB(+1.345 KB)

The effectiveness of RF of RC module. We test the
influence of the RF size from 3 × 3 to 9 × 9 to RCLUT
model. These experiments only test on the one stage and
one branch network architecture for easy implement. Ta-
ble 5 shows that, with benefit of 3 × 3 RC module, termed
as RC-3, SR-LUT increases 0.48 dB of PSNR value on Set5
dataset. At the same time, 5× 5 RF size and 7× 7 RF size
can improve PSNR value by 0.06dB and 0.09dB over RC-3
module, respectively. On the other hand, 9 RF size of RC
module only increase 0.02 PSNR value over RC-7. These
results show that, with the increasing RF, our RC module
brings improving performance, and the inflection point of
RF is near to 7 × 7. It is reason why we choose the maxi-
mum of RF size in RC Blocks as 7× 7.

The effectiveness of cascade and parallel branches in
RCLUT. We take RCLUT-3 as single stage model with 3×3

Table 6. Ablation study of multi-branch on RC.
Method Set5 Set14 BSDS100 Urban100 Manga109 Volume

RCLUT-3 30.34 27.37 26.75 24.24 27.28 1.274 MB
RCLUT-3 5 30.57 27.57 26.89 24.46 27.68 2.548 MB
RCLUT-5 7 30.64 27.63 26.93 24.53 27.85 2.548 MB

RCLUT-3 5 7 30.68 27.64 26.94 24.55 27.90 3.822 MB
RCLUT-5 7 9 30.68 27.63 26.94 24.56 27.93 3.822 MB

RCLUT-3 5 7-X2 30.72 27.67 26.95 24.57 28.05 1.513 MB

RC module and Conv Block4-4, RCLUT-3 5 as single stage
model with two branches of 3× 3 and 5× 5 RC Blocks. In
Table 6, We can observe that multi-branch module improves
the performance of RCLUT, especially RCLUT-3 5 7 ob-
tains 0.34dB higher PSNR value over RCLUT-3 on Set5
dataset. Another interesting phenomenon is that RCLUT-
5 7 9 has similar performance with RCLUT-3 5 7, we be-
lieve that the 7 × 7 RF size is enough for our RCLUT, it
is the same with above section. Moreover, the two cas-
caded stages model RCLUT-3 5 7-X × 2 improves 0.04dB
of PSNR performance on Set5 dataset than RCLUT-5 7 9,
that of single stage model. These experiments explain the
effectiveness of cascade and parallel branches architecture
of RCLUT.

LUT DNN

SR-LUT SR-LUTΩ MuLUT MuLUTΩ RC-LUT EDSR

Runtime (ms) 152 157(+3%) 253 266(+5%) 232 8083

The inference speed of LUT-based methods. we con-
duct experiments following the same setup as MuLUT [24]
by generating a 1280 × 720 HD image through 4× SR and
present the comparison. Ω represents the RC plug-in mod-
ule with 5× 5 receptive field. EDSR is implemented in the
CPU-version of the PyTorch library and its runtime is mea-
sured on a laptop (MacBook Pro with 2.6 GHz Intel Core
i7). All the other runtimes are measured on an IQOO Neo5
smartphone. It should be noted that generally PC processors
are more powerful than mobile processors.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a Reconstructed Convolution

method, which decouples the calculation of spatial and
channel-wise feature. The RC method can be formulated



as multi-1D LUTs to maintain large RF with less LUT
size. Moreover, We propose a RCLUT model based on RC
Blocks. It achieves significant performance with slight in-
creasing LUT size. On the other hand, our RC method can
be used as a Plugin module to improve the ability of LUT-
based SR methods. Extensive experiments show that our
RCLUT is a new the-state-of-art LUT-method for SR task,
it works much more efficiently than other prior methods.
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